SUMMER Bingo
It’s summertime and the “living is easy” if you are playing bingo with these special
cards. They are perfect for summer games or anytime you feel a little “hot under the
collar” and need to take a break for some fun in the sun.

About the Cards
The B-I-N-G-O across the top of each card
has been replaced with S-U-MM-E-R and
there are flip-flops in the center "free space."
Playing the Game
Using a standard bingo set-up, the caller
selects a ball and announces the letter and
number - substituting S for B, U for I, MM for
N, E for G, and R for O. (Tip: Make a cheat
sheet like the one below for easy reference.)
Play straight-line bingo, coverall, or other
special games.
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Don't Say Bingo!
Ask the players to yell "HOT" or "SUMMER" when they have a bingo. They lose if they
forget and shout "BINGO!"
For prizes, pass out such things as sunglasses, Sunburst candy, sun visor, sunflower,
etc.
For Markers
Use your regular bingo markers or print a sheet of FLIP-FLOPS
for each player. Cut them out along the solid lines and your
markers are ready to go. For heavier markers, print on
heavyweight paper (110 lb.) or card stock. Alternatively, glue the
sheets to a piece of poster board (spray glue works best). For
thicker markers that are easier to pick up, glue the sheets to foam
board or thick cardboard and then cut them out with a craft knife.
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To download markers for this or other bingo card sets, visit ActivityConnection.com,
click on the “Activity Basket” icon and select the “Bingo Cards” category. From there,
locate the corresponding set of cards and click on the image. You will then see this
set of cards with a description and a link to download markers.
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